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Building Data-Driven
Supply-Chain Resilience
for 2020 — and Beyond
Improved forecasting for supply-chain excellence

S

upply chains have rarely been more vital — or fragile. The COVID-19 pandemic
and ensuing economic interruptions have driven many businesses to the brink
of failure due to falling demand. Other companies — with products as diverse as
sanitizers, toilet paper, and swimming pools — face different challenges as demand
outstrips production.
Yet supply-chain uncertainty also offers opportunity for leaders flexible enough to
adapt to its challenges. In particular, implementation of next generation best practices
and technologies can improve supply-chain performance today and tomorrow:
• Demand analysis: Many organizations rely on antiquated forecasting methods
designed for predictable markets. Leading companies now analyze historical trends,
real-time demand signals, and customer-centric data to improve short-term
forecasting even in chaotic times.
• End-to-end collaboration: Short-term demand forecasts can now be shared and
leveraged across the entire supply chain, allowing all participants to align capacity
with demand —optimizing revenues and profits for all.
• Supply-chain restructuring: Covid-19 disruptions are highlighting “invisible”
supply-chain problems (e.g., over-reliance on a few suppliers or supplier locations,
no backup suppliers for critical materials). A thorough supply-chain review and
restructuring can minimize short-term disruptions and improve overall resiliency
and agility.

Demand Sensing
Demand changes vary in complexity and risk by industry. For example, industrial
manufacturers tend to interpret a complicated set of demand signals from the
manufacturers they serve (e.g., paperboard companies supplying food manufacturers,
consumer goods makers delivering to retail chains, retailers selling to consumers).
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For industries such as healthcare, though, accurately tracking short-term demand
signals — such as increased need for PPE or vaccine vials — can quickly turn into
matters of life or death.
In both cases an improved ability to capture, analyze, and forecast near-term demand —
demand sensing — is critical to supply-chain performance in volatile times. Demand
sensing can reduce forecast errors by 35-45 percent1, enabling leaders to proactively
manage near-term demand changes (i.e., typically from eight weeks to one week or
less) by region, channel, and product. This in turn allows them to coordinate supply
tiers and logistics in meeting customer demand, delivering:
• Fewer stockouts: Optimized inventories lead to higher sales for profit-driven
organizations and improved services at non-profits (e.g., healthcare patients have
the medications they need).
• Fewer overstocks — Minimizing unwanted inventory means lower carrying costs
tied up and fewer expired or obsolete goods.
• Lower distribution and transportation costs — Improved deployment of inventory
to distribution centers and enhanced transportation planning (e.g., mode selection,
optimized routing, preferred carriers) decrease costs and streamline deliveries.
• Lower supplier costs — Enabling suppliers with improved forecasts allows them
to optimize production capacities, control costs/prices, and improve service.
In late 2019, Nike began embedding RFID in footwear and apparel to improve
inventory visibility, accuracy, and fulfillment at its retail stores. The company pairs
that technology with analytics to optimize inventory across an omnichannel environment to determine the best fulfilment strategies (e.g., adjust a store’s online sales to
accommodate high in-store demand and vice versa).2
In another example, a consumer packaged goods company in a seasonal market
used advanced digital tools to establish weekly demand forecasts for individual retail
branches; combined external data with store feedback for accurate replacement
recommendations; and established new key performance indicators (KPIs) to assess
forecasting effectiveness. At the same time, a new lowest-delivered-cost model
improved a fragmented logistics system. In the first season of usage, these and
other changes reduced inventory by 15 percent, cut logistics costs by 20 percent,
and improved service across its network.3
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Improving Forecast Accuracy
With improved demand-forecast accuracy, leaders can make data-based decisions
on how to improve supply-chain operations (82 percent of organizations report that
disruptive technologies, such as predictive analytics used for demand sensing, have
somewhat or significantly improved their supply-chain performance4). Streamlined
inventories made possible by demand sensing also serve as a tool to identify where
problems exist and how to fix them — comparable to the Toyota theory of lowering
water in a lake (inventory) to reveal rocks (problems). Excess inventory often hides
a variety of problems, such as long supplier lead times and shipping delays.
Supply chains operating in near-real time allow organizations to:
• Resolve constraints before they impact customers — A missed sale due to unavailable
inventory can turn into a lifetime of lost sales for a disappointed customer.
For industrial manufacturers, the size of those losses can be enormous.
• Improve product planning — Access to near-term demand data is a stimulus for
organizations to evaluate and improve the flexibility of their operations. Can the
production of goods be rapidly moved from one line to another — or from one
plant to another — to speed lead times? What’s the optimal warehousing strategy
based on regional demand conditions (e.g., a flu outbreak in the southern region
of a country, a sustained heat spell in typically temperate zones).
• Align suppliers’ operations — Even accurate, real-time demand data is useless if
it doesn’t move beyond the organization holding it. If all partners in the supply
chain aren’t working from the same data, end-to-end performance won’t change.
• More effectively manage logistics/transportation — Organizations can develop similar
agility in their logistics/transportation networks, balancing a fulfilment-speed
tradeoff vs. costs as they shift among delivery mechanisms.
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• Shape demand — In some industries, it’s not only the supply chain that flexes,
but also demand itself. Sensing that near-term demand is falling, some companies
can maintain demand via advertising, sales promotions, and discounts/clearances,
especially for older models while next-generation products are introduced.
Even in industries where it’s difficult to assess near-term demand — e.g., healthcare
markets in which point-of-sale information cannot be used due to confidentiality
constraints — companies are developing better forecasting and inventory management capabilities via analytics. This is critical for pharmaceutical companies, some
of which produce thousands of SKUs, operate in a hundred or more countries,
and work with dozens of contract manufacturers.
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IDC Health Insights researchers predict that by 2021, 50 percent of pharmaceutical
and biotech companies will use prescriptive analytics or artificial intelligence with
Internet of Things data to optimize their supply chains. And by 2022, 30 percent
of life science organizations will have achieved data excellence — i.e., leveraging
the right data at the right time.5
Enhanced supply-chain operations lead to lower inventories and costs, increased
revenues, and higher profits. Intangible benefits are just as valuable: improved
customer relations; new customer opportunities (e.g., ability to support new lines
or markets); improved supplier relationships; and new supplier opportunities
(e.g., access to supplier talent and technologies).

Building a Supply Chain for the Future
It’s time to develop growth-oriented supply chains with built-in resiliency and agility.
Many lessons for developing a flexible supplier base and ensuring higher supply-chain
performance can be found at Toyota, which has been a model for managerial excellence
for decades — and whose lean practices have spread to every industry, from manufacturing to finance to healthcare. In 2019 the company operated 50 manufacturing
companies around the globe and produced nearly 9 million vehicles.6 Its direct and
indirect suppliers number in the thousands.7
Toyota’s supply-chain strategy adapts to the changing structure of its production
network, focusing on production expansion, cost efficiency, investment efficiency,
core competencies, control, and flexibility. In addition, Toyota has increasingly
sought to regionalize its network (matching demand and supply within the same
region) and increase the use of local purchasing (produce or purchase in the country
of vehicle production). Toyota’s expectations from suppliers include a safe work
environment; consistent high quality; flexible, error-free execution; competitive
costs through innovative production technologies; and technological capabilities.
Other key factors for evaluating Toyota suppliers are:
• Cooperation with OEM initiatives to improve the suppliers’ performances
• Adding value to the Toyota-supplier relationship
• Coping with OEM requirements (e.g., productivity, quality, engineering, cost efficiency, and delivery)
• Coping with supply-chain transformation
• Understanding the continuous need to upgrade competencies8
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For some organizations and supply chains, even a Toyota-like level of ongoing
supplier management may not be enough. Many need to establish supplier redundancy:
alternative replenishment processes, suppliers, and transportation modes/routes
that go into effect when supply chains are stressed. For many, this restructuring
will include onshoring or reshoring of goods. (In April 2020, 64 percent of North
American manufacturers reported they are likely to bring manufacturing production
and sourcing back to their home market;9 manufacturers in Australia, Europe, and
elsewhere report similar intentions amid the COVID-19 pandemic.)
The immediate benefit of restructuring for redundancy are crisis-resistant supply
chains from which customers get what they need when they need them — regardless
of geopolitical issues, regulatory constraints, or natural and manmade disasters.
Longer-term benefits include improved pricing; greater supplier diversity; and
increased access to suppliers’ knowledge and intellectual property

Step toward Resiliency and Agility
The first step in any organizational change is deciding where to start. The answer
is to look at where product consumption is most concentrated (i.e., applying the
80/20 rule to identify where the greatest increases in profits can be achieved by
analyzing demand data) and/or where needs are critical (e.g., demand for ventilators
and PPE during the COVID-19 pandemic). Once the “where” is known:
1. Establish a strategy for assessing current demand data (e.g., which data inputs
are available or possible) and gauging the applicability of demand sensing.
2. Invest in new talent, tools, and technologies to deliver demand-sensing
capabilities where advanced analytical methods can improve forecasts.
3. Share improved near-term demand forecasts with all supply-chain partners.
4. As demand-sensing achieves initial goals, scale capabilities to other products/lines.
5. Develop a continuous improvement program for supply-chain operations,
using lean or comparable methodologies.
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6. Restructure the supply chain to ensure resiliency and agility.
How resilient is your supply chain?
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